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Translating wellness
research for you.  

Wellness Shots are active efforts to optimize your wellness.  



Check in on your wellness vibe

created by sumana f jeddy | 

On one side of the
wellness continuum you
may be flourishing and on
the other side you may
be in crisis mode. As we
approach 2022 check in
with yourself and identify
your wellness vibe(s). Is it
grace? Is it gratitude? Is
it grit? Will grace and
graceful cultures
dominate 2022?

Grace means to ease up on
yourself and appreciate the
elegance of failure. Tap in to your
grace. Use it as magic pixie dust
to forgive yourself and hold
yourself accountable as you
transform with lightness and
tenderness. 
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Grit

Gratitude

Grace

https://www.tiktok.com/@sjeddywellness/video/7023716132037135622?vid=7005042975281564934&lang=en&tab=Content&is_from_webapp=v1&is_copy_url=0&sender_device=pc&sender_web_id=6898797529249744389


Watch out for deviant behaviours
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Stress and burnout are
different (issue 1 and 2)
but they are related.
Procrastination,
substance abuse, self-
criticism, over-reaction,
distraction, withdrawal,
isolation, numbness and
frequent sickness are
serious side effects of
burnout. Unmanaged
stress transforms into
burnout, which sneaks up
on you and escalates
quickly. 

Stress can be your ally (if
managed well) as it is a part of
your life. Burnout is a beast and it
does not have to be in your life.
Peel back the self-awareness
onion so you can differentiate. sjeddywellness / 3

https://www.tiktok.com/@sjeddywellness/video/7019460893121531142?lang=en&is_copy_url=0&is_from_webapp=v1&sender_device=pc&sender_web_id=6898797529249744389


Sshhhh your mind
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Your mornings are
special! Give yourself the
space and grace to quiet
your mind in the morning.
Mindfulness science tells
us that being mindful
when you wake up can
improve mental clarity,
focus, mood, innovation
and confidence. Take
micro-mindfulness
moments in the morning
when you wake up and
stay in a state of butterfly
vs monkey.

Mindfulness is the basic human
ability to be fully present, aware
of where we are and what we’re
doing, and not overly reactive or
overwhelmed by what’s going on
around us.sjeddywellness / 4

https://www.tiktok.com/@sjeddywellness/video/7025139572724026630?lang=en&is_copy_url=0&is_from_webapp=v1&sender_device=pc&sender_web_id=6898797529249744389


Fuel up and master rest
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In issue #2 I shared the 7
ways you can rest.
Identify what type of rest
you need, when you need
and how you are going to
integrate rest in your life.
If you are not feeling
energized and restored it
means that your body is
craving rest. Adopt rest
as an ethic and micro
rest as often as you can
through out the day to
stay well.   

Resting is vital for productivity and
is a source of fuel! The Yerkes-
Dodson Stress Curve explains that
extreme stress hinders our
performance making us sick and
burnout.  

https://www.tiktok.com/@sjeddywellness/video/7004514902815608069?lang=en&is_copy_url=0&is_from_webapp=v1&sender_device=pc&sender_web_id=6898797529249744389


Double down on social connections
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The future of work and
wellness delivery has
changed but as humans
we strive for connection
and togetherness. The
intense stress and anxiety
of the pandemic will
linger for sometime and
self-care alone is not
going to be enough.
Prioritize you social
wellness as you wrap up
2021 and start a new
year. 

You don't have to get through the
crisis to be happy.  Get through
this crisis by focusing on our
happiness first. Happiness still
matters now. 
Dr. Lori Santos 
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Three Wellness Shots 
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self-care means to bullet journal or audio journal
self-care means to have healthy routines. Choose your
routines that make you the most energized and fulfilled. 
self-care means to get involved in activities that help
others or support a cause. 

1.
2.

3.

Remember self-care is more than just bubble baths, spas, wine and Netflix. Of
course when you need a spa day you need a spa day but every day is not a spa
day. For effective self-care strategies try engaging in activities that build up
your self-esteem, and make you feel energized and motivated. 
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Self-care to me means______________ 

I will do_____________  for self-care 



Seek help
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For serious mental
and/or physical health
concerns please seek
medical and/or 
 psychological help
immediately. Please
contact your local mental
health support line.  
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Want to learn more? 

Then you need to...

Join me on Nov 15, 2021.
I will teach you
evidence-based
strategies to
reconfigure your
wellness. Don't miss out.
Hate group work and
prefer 1:1 support, DM
anytime.

Sumana F Jeddy, MPH
Founder and CEO Jeddy Wellness

Jeddy Wellness // Wellness Shots // sjeddywellness // Sumana F Jeddy (MPH)

https://sumanajeddy.com/lifeafterburnout/


Find me live 

I support the Mending Medicine Club as a lead
moderator on Mondays at 8PM ET, Healthcare
Thought Leadership 

I am also the co-founder of the Workplace Wellness
Club where I lead moderate monthly sessions on
various workplace wellness domains, including
burnout. Follow me and the club to learn about new
shows and events. 

Sumana F Jeddy, MPH
Founder and CEO Jeddy Wellness

Jeddy Wellness // Wellness Shots // sjeddywellness // Sumana F Jeddy (MPH)

https://www.joinclubhouse.com/@sjeddywellness


Sumana F Jeddy, MPH
Founder and CEO Jeddy Wellness

Jeddy Wellness // Wellness Shots // sjeddywellness // Sumana F Jeddy (MPH)

Supporting you with

Fresh and relevant evidence-based content
and Wellness Shots Exclusive Programs that
are designed for you.

Starter|Lite|Pro|Premium|Platinum

https://www.instagram.com/p/CVUbyi9s5tn/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link

